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T

he German invasion of Belgium,
Holland and France, an operation code
named Fall Gelb - Case Yellow combined attacks by futuristic paratroops
and conventional foot slogging infantry
backed up by horse drawn artillery.

The original plan proposed for the invasion
of France was a variant of the Schlieffen Plan.
Devised by General Count Alfred von
Schlieffen, Chief of the General Staff of the
German Army from 1892 to 1906, it required
German forces to invade neutral Belgium and

BLITZKRIEG

then in a great swinging manoeuvre close on
Paris from the northwest. It was a plan that
assumed France could be defeated in six
weeks and this would then free the Germans
to attack Imperial Russia - linked by treaty to
France. In a modified form the Schlieffen
Plan had been put into action at beginning of
World War I in August 1914 but the German
thrust was halted at the Battle of the Marne.
The trouble with the Schlieffen Plan was
that by 1940 it was no secret. The French and
British had agreed with the Belgians that if
Nazi Germany tried a re-run, they would
enter Belgium to support them. Known as the
LEFT: King G e o r g e VI meets the French President
Edouard Daladier (right). Following the fall of
France Daladier was interned by the Vichy
government and tried in February 1 9 4 2 for
betraying his country.

RIGHT: A G e r m a n section commander on patrol in
the winter of 1 9 3 9 - 4 0 .

ABOVE: A n M G 3 4 machine gun crew covers a
G e r m a n patrol as it advances across the no-mans
land between France a n d G e r m a n y in the winter
of 1 9 3 9 .

